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Changes in the Kinesthetic Content of Dreams
Following Somatosensory Stimulatipn of Leg
Muscles During REM Sleep
Tore A. Nielsen1.2

The notion that dreaming is isolated from sensory activity is chal/~ng~d by
demonstrationsthat somatosensory
stimuli are frequently incorporatedilllo dreiUlI
colllent. To further study such effects,four volunteerswere administeredpressure
stimulation to either the left or the right leg during REM sleep and awakenedto report
tlu:ir dreams. These dreams were rated and compared to non-stimulated drcams.
Stimulated dreams more frequently contained leg sensations and referencesto the
pressure stimulus than did non-stimulated dreams; dreamed leg activity, but not
dreamed arm activity, was also rated as more intense. Incorporations of the jjtinllllllS
were typically simple, direct kinesthetic sensations of pressure or squeezingbut were
also sometimes embeddedin more extended 'problem-solving' sequences.Stimulation
also increasedbodily biza"eness. The latter included change:,'in kinesthetic 'lulliity vf
movement, instabilities of posture and the environment, as well as visual-kil/estlll:tic
~Yllthe~'ias.
Although micro-arousals may be an explanatoryfactor, the re:,'ultssllggest
that somato~'ensory
~.timulationinfluences 'kinestheticfantasy', a dimension of dreumillg
uj'~'ociatedwith both cel/tral and peripheral ~'ourcesof kinesthetic activity.
KI£Y WORDS: dream content; dreaming; somatosensorystimulation; REM sleep; kincsthctil.: fantasy;
kinesthesis; proprioception,

INTRODUCTION

Although the role of somatosensoryactivity in dreaming is not fully understood, there is a history of scientific interest in dreaming'ssensitivity to internal
and externalsourcesof somatosensory
stimulation (e.g.,Gendlin, 1986;Hunt, I ~8~;
Koulack, 1969;Lerner, 1967;Levitan, 1984;Nielsen, Kuiken & McGregor, 1989;
Nidsen, 1991). The effects of some experimentally administeredsomatosensory
stimuli have been describ~din clinical anecdotesand in self-observationaJ
studies
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sincethe late 18th century (seeFreud, 1900,pp. 82-105,for review).Freud himself
attributed a particular importance to somaticdeterminantsof dream content (pp.
314-338),describingthem as an imagerysourcesimilar in kind to the day residue,
a '. . . cheap material always ready to hand, which is employed wheneverit is
needed. . . (p. 335).'
A number of instancesrecorded by Freud (1900, pp. 84-86) illustrate how
both naturally-occurringand experimentally-produced
somatosensory
eventscan influencedreamcontent. In one instance,Meier (1758)reported dreamingthat some
men stretchedhim out and drove a stake into the earth betweentwo of his toes.
He awoketo find that a straw was stuck betweenthesetoes. In a secondinstance,
J. Gregory reportedly dreamed that in climbing Mount Etna I\e found that the
ground had becomeextremely hot. He had been sleepingwith his feet on a hot
water bottle. In a third instance,Maury (1878) reported a particularly frightening
torture dream in which a maskof pitch waspulled off of his face, ripping his skin
in the process.This dream occurred after his lips and nose had been intentionally
tickled with a feather. Such accountsillustrate how somatosensorystimuli of different kinds can be amplified, displacedand elaboratedinto apparent sensorydeterminantsof dream content. Moreover,they illustrate how such determinantsare
also frequently associatedwith an especiallyvivid reality quality during the dream
experience(Nielsen, 1991).
Post-Freudianexperimentaldreamresearchhasnot yet provideda satisfactory
description of these somatosensorytransformationsin dream content nor an account of how they occur.The discoveryof REM sleepand its associationwith processesof motor and sensoryinhibition (e.g., Chase& Morales, 1990; Pompeiano,
1976)provideda readyexplanationof why sensorystimuli might nol be represented
in dream imagery, but it did not contribute to a satisfactoryexplanation of the
many intriguing instancesin which such incorporationsdo occur. The transformation of externalsomatosensory
stimuli into the sensorydeterminantsof dream content remainsa scientific puzzle.
LABORATORYSTUDIES OF SENSORYSTIMULATION DURING REM
SLEEP
A considerablevariety of laboratoryresearchhasattemptedto determinehow
sensoryactivity may be incorporatedinto the dreamsof REM sleep (see reviewin
Arkin & Antrobus, 1978).Stimulation administeredin most sensorymodalitieshas
demonstratedchangesin at leastsomedreams.Suchchangeshave been provoked
by olfactory stimulation (frotter, Dallas, & Verdone, 1988),auditory stimulation
(e.g., Berger, 1963;Castaldo & Holzman, 1969;Castaldo& Shevrin, 1970;Hoelscher, Klinger & Barta, 1981; Strauch, 1988), visual stimulation (Dement &
Wolpert, 1958;Rechtschaffen& Foulkes,1965),vestibularstimulation (Woodward,
Tauber, Spielman,& Thorpy, 1990),and a variety of somatosensorystimuli. The
latter include applicationsto the skin of water (Dement & Wolpert, 1958;Foulkes
& Shepherd,1972; Foulkes, 1982),of trains of electrical pulses (Koulack, 1969)
and of cotton swabs(Foulkes, 1982),passivedisplacementsof trunk (Baldridge,
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1966)and limb muscles(Foulkes & Shepherd,1972;Foulkes, 1982),and thermal
stimulation(Baldridge, 1966).Pain stimuli havenot beeninvestigated,althoughwe:
haveobserveda variety of sen~ationsof discomfort, including mild pain, in pilot
trials with the pressurecuff methodologyused in the present study (Nielsen, in
press).An interestingattempt hasalso been made to correlate dream content with
migraine-inducedawakenings(Levitan, 1984).Taste stimuli have not been systematically investigated(but cf. Titchener, 1895).
Sometypesof somatosensory
stimuli are particularlylikely to alter dreamcontent. Dement and Wolpert (1958) reported that a spray of water on the skin influenced more dream reports (42%) than either stimulation with tones (9%) or
light tlashes(23%). Electrical stimulation of the wrist also produced a relatively
high percentageof direct or indirect effects (64%), and an even higher percentage
(78%) when trials which were accompaniedby alpha in the EEG were con~idered
(Koulack, 1969).An early stimulation study (Cubberly, 1922), in which Cubberly
himself was the sole subject, reported effects on dream content in 95% of stimulation trials. The effective stimuli in this casewere gummedsquaresof tape which
produced constant tensile stimulation of the skin throughout the night. An evc:n
earlier experimentalmanipulationof limb position in sleep (Void, 1896)produced
numeroustypesof dream content modifications,althoughdescriptionsand statistics
are not availablein English (seesummaryin Freud, 1900,pp. 101-102).Other interesting somatosensoryeffects have been reported after subjects'sleep positions
were changedby raising or lowering the upper part of the bed (Baldridge, 1966).
However,with young participantssomeof thesetypesof somatosensory
stimulation
havebeen found to be much lesseffective(Foulkes,19B2).In summary,laboratory
researchsuggeststhat somatosensorystimulation is particularly likely to influence
the content of dreams.
The Method or Pressure CulT Stimulation
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The point of departure for the presentwork was a seriesof self-observations
by the author concerninghow naturaJly-occurring
instancesof somaticstimulation
influence dream content. It was observedin a seriesof home dreams that wh~n
an arm or a leg had inadvertentlybeen left in an unl:omfortableor twistedposition
for an extendedperiod of time, such that sensationsof paresthesia(e.g., 'piu:i and
needles')or paralysiswere experiencedin it upon awakening,there frequentlyoc.
curred imagery sequencesin tin: precedingdream in which the limb was prominently featured. The affected limb appearedin the dream as either vigorou:i,,"d
forceful or as paralyzedand ineffective.
A review of the physiologicalliterature subsequentlyrevealedthat pins and
needlessensationsare produced by elevatedlevelsof neuronal activity in the af.
ferent muscle pathwaysI:on~quent upon either brid (up to 5 min) interruptions
of the blood supply to that muscleor a suddenre-engagementof the blooJ supply
in an alreadyischemiclimb (Seneviratne& Peiris,1968).Sensationsof ineffectuality
are producedwhen occlusionof the blood supplycontinuesbeyond5 min, whc:r~as
fedings of paralysisoccur after about 25 min of ocdusion (Seneviratne& P~iris.
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1968).Thesefindings together led to the developmentof a methodologyfor selectively producingkinesthetichyper-or hypoactivityof the limb musclesduring REM
sleep, and to tests of the hypothesisthat these conditionswould produce correspondingdreamsof invigoratedor ineffectivemovement.
In preliminary trials with this method, kinestheticactivity in REM sleepwas
modulatedby slowly inflating a blood pressurecuff that was positioned on a participant's limb. Although thesetrials did not confirm the original hypothesisin all
aspects,they did reveal an increasedfrequencyand intensityof movementimagery
with cuff pressure(Nielsen, 1985; 1986;Nielsen, Kuiken & Rindlisbacher,1985).
More importantly, they revealedboth ,that the pressurecuff was incorporatedinto
dream content to an unprecedenteddegree and that it appeartd to alter bodily
orientation and posture in the dreams.A subsequentstudy of over 40 experimentally-alteredand control dreamsreported by two volunteerswho slept 15 nights in
the laboratoryconfirmed these impressions;analysesdemonstrateda high degree
of incorporationof the pressurecuff stimulus(as much as 90% in one participant)
as well as alterationsof self-participationin the stimulateddreams(Nielsen, 1990).
The latter alterations included postural contortions, self-heaviness,self reclining,
and balancethemes.
Resultsfrom thesestudieswith the pressurecuff methodologyformed an interpretablepattern: the incorporatedstimulus appearedto disturb the perceptionlike stability of dream experiencein wayswhich are similar to certain disturbances
of waking kinestheticand orientational perception,such as vibration-inducedillusions sense-of-effort(Goodwin, McCloskey,& Matthews,1972)and of movement
(Lackner & Levine, 1979).This similarity betweendisruption of orientational perception in the dream and the waking state suggeststhat similar organizationalsystems may regulate orientational stability in the two states.For the waking state,
this systemdeterminesnormal orientational perception to the terrestrial environment, which is structuredby suchconstraintsas gravity, light, and the surrounding
atmosphere.For the dreamingstate, this systemdetermines'virtual orientation' to
an hallucinatoryreproductionof the terrestrial world-with a correspondingsensitivity to the multisensoryconstraintson its structure.In both cases,the hypothesized
organizationalsystemappearsto govern how either real or apparent sensorymodalities are coordinatedto producea unified perceptual(cf. Gibson, 1966)or perception-like experienceof the well-orientedself.
The goal of the presentstudy was to replicatethe large pressure-inducedincorporation effects observedin prior studies,and to provide further information
about changesin the perception-like nature of dream experiencerelevant to the
notion of virtual orientation. The study was also designedto addresssome of the
technicalproblemsbesettingthe previousstudiesusing the pressurecuff method.
Specifically,whereasin the earlier studies relatively high levels of cuff pressure
were employed,a substantialnumber of awakeningswere also provoked. In the
presentstudy,lower maximumpressurelevelswere employedand fewer awakenings
provoked.Also in the early studies,pressurecuffs were applied to only one leg,
thus increasingthe likelihood that subjects'anticipationsof stimulation in that leg
might influence dream content; in the presentstudy, pressurecuffs were applied
to both legsand stimulationsadministeredin a randomizedorder. Finally, control
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awakeningsin the previous studies included those trials during which very short
periodsof cuff inflation had been administered,a procedurewhich may have minimized apparent differences betweenstimulus and control dreams.In the pre:icnt
study,control dreamswere collectedonly after intervalsof no cuff inflation.
The phenomenology of kinesthetic and orientational transformations and
other alterationsof dream imagery related to pressurestimulation are only summarized in the present report; theseare elaboratedmore fully in a separatepublication (Nielsen, unpublished).
METHODS

\

Participants
Four normal volunteers (2 male. 2 female) aged 25-45 years slept for a total
of 7 nights in the laboratory. All participants were known to the author. had pr~viously d~monstrated an active interest in dreams. and were self-reponed high
dream recallers. Two mah:s and one female were studt:nts in undergraduate university programs; the other female was a student in an adult education course on
drt:am use. Participants wert: not paid for their involvt:ment in the research.
Procedures

Bdore sleeping in the laboratory, participants were asked to record their
dreamsat home for several days.They were askedespeciallyto focus on bodily
aspectsof their dream experiencesin order to habituate them to the task of recalling and describing these featuresof dream content in the laboratory. In the
laboratory,participantsslept ill a quiet, electricallyshieldedroom containinga single hospital bed. An overhead video camera and microphoneensured that they
could be monitored at all times.They were also monitored with a standardsleep
stagingelectrode montage: LOC-A2, ROC-AI, C3-A2, C4-Al, 02-At, and EMG
(Re~htschaffen& Kales, t96H).
To deliver somatosensorystimulation, two velcro-strapblood pressurecuffs 6
inchesin width were securedaboveparticipants' kneeson the left and right legs.
The cuffs were connectedto separatehand-heldsphygmomanometer
bulbs by 15foot, V~-inchrubber hosesthat led from the bedroom into the adjoining control
room. The cuffs were also connectedby Y -adaptorsto AMG Medical pressure
gauges.The bulbs and gaugeswere situated next to the polygraphin the control
room so that stimulation could be administeredwhile REM sleep was simultaneously monitored.
Participantswere awakenedto report their dream experiencesfrom all REM
periodsexceptthe first. On stimulationtrials, inflation of one of the pressurecuffs
was initiated accordingto the:followingschedule:after at least 5 minutesof REM
sleepin the secondREM period,1 minutesin the third REM period, 10 minut~sin
the fourth REM perioJ. anJ 15minutesin the fifth anJ sixth REM periods.Inllatioll
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of the pressure cuff was achieved by slowly pumping (about 6-20 pulses/min) one of
the two sphygmomanometerbulbs to a maximum pressureof 120 mmHg for a maximum duration of 12 min. These parameterswere basedupon experiencefrom previous
studies which indicated that higher pressuresor faster inflation rates were more likely
to produce awakenings.Participants were intentionally awakenedby the experimenter
earlier than scheduledif a very large body movement occurred late in the stimulation
sequence.This was done to minimize the dream forgetting which can accompanysuch
movements.Otherwise, tafter 12 min. the experimenter knocked on the bedroom door,
called the participant's name, and entered the bedroom. The pressurecuff was deflated
rapidly just prior to awakeningsin order to better conceal the stimulation condition.
However, on occasionstimulation evoked an awakeningand the stf("ulation could thus
not be concealed.On awakening,participants were askedto 1) lie quietly for 30 seconds
and remember the preceding dream, 2) report the entire dream, 3) report the dream
again while elaborating any details overlooked during the first report, and 4) report
any apparent body experiencesor awarenessof the pressure cuff during the dream.
Interviews were recorded on audio tape. Prior to lights out each night, the dream
reporting procedureswere reviewed with each participant and the pressurecuffs were
inflated once to a pressureof 120 mmHg to test their operation and to assureparticipants of the maximum pressure which would be administered during the stimulation
trials.
On control (NOLEG) trials, no inflation of the cuffs was initiated, but participants were awakened according to the same schedule as described for the experimental conditions. The order of administration of the experimental and control
conditions was determined by randomly selecting without replacement for each
night one of four pre-determined orders: RLNRL, LNRLR, RNLNR and LRNLN,
where R = right leg, L = left leg, and N = neither leg. The same experimenter
administered stimulation and collected dream reports and was thus not blind to
the pre-awakening condition. The pressure cuff methodology was approved by the
ethics review committee of the Hopital du Sacre-Coeur de Montreal, where the
research was conducted.
Stimulus Intensity and REM Sleep Measures

Two dichotomousmeasuresof the intensityof the pressurestimuluswere calculatedbasedupon the observeddistribution of pressureparametersfor the stimulus trials: (1) maximumpressure:maximumpressureattainedduring the stimulation
trial (1 = less than or equal to 60 mmHg, 2 = greater than 60 mmHg); and (2)
stimulusduration:total time of inflation of the pressurecuff (1 = lessthan or equal
to 7 min,2 = greater than 7 min). Mann-Whitneyrank sumstestswere calculated
to determinewhether these measuresinfluenceddream content.
Dream Content Scoring
Dream reports were transcribed from cassette tape and all non-content information was removed. The order of the reports was scrambled before they were
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independentlyrated by two judges,one of whom was the laboratoryexperimenter
and one of whom was a senior graduatestudent blind to experimentalconditions.
The following rating categorieswere used:
1. BP Cuff. Does the participant refer to the pressurecuff (or similar object)

as being on the leg? (y/n) Which leg? (right/left/both/neither)
2. Leg S~nsation. Apart from references to the pressure cuff, does the
participant refer to any discretesensationsin the foot or leg? (y/n) Which
foot or leg?(right/left/both/neither)

3. Leg Activity. Apart from referencesto th~ pressurecuff, how intense is
activity in the feet or legs?(1 = not at al~ 4 = moderate,7 = extrem~)
4. Arm Activity. How intense is activity in the arms or hands?(1 = not at
all, 4 = moderate,7 = extreme)
5. Reality Quality. Does the participant say that any part of the dream
seemedreal or as if they were awake?(y/n)
6. sense
Gravity
Doesheaviness,
the participant
refer
to aspinning,
heightened
or(y/n)
unusual
ofThemes.
gravity (e.g.,
floating,
flying,
etc.)?
.
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7. Bodily Bizarreness. Overall, how unusual or bizarre is the bodily
involvementin this dream?(1 = not at all, 4 = moderate,
7 = extreme)
8. Laboratory Incorporation. Does the participant refer to any parts of the
sleeplaboratoryor its equipment,the experimenteror technicians,or th~
experimentalprocedures?(y/n)
9. SexualActivity. To what degreedoes the dream contain explicitly sexual
themes? (1

= not

at all, 4

= moderate, 7 = extreme)

RESULTS
Inter-judge reliabilities were assessedwith Kappa coefficients. The two judges'
scores showed significant inter-judge reliability coefficients for eight of the nine:
content categories. With the exception of sexualactivity, coefficients all ranged from
.42. to .92. or in the fair-to-strong range according to Fleiss (1981). Ratings for
scxual acti\Jityproduced a Kappa of .25 (poor). This category was therefore dropped
from further analyses.The most reliably scored variable was the incorporation variable of central interest-BP cuff-with a Kappa of .92. The blind judge's scort:$
w~re used for all subsequent statistical analyses.

=

Of the 26 awakenings
(RLEG = 10, LLEG = 8, NOLEG 8). 23 (88%)
produceddream reports (RLEG = 9. LLEG = 6, NOLEG = 8). Content scores

for right leg (RLEG) and left leg (LLEG) stimulation trials were combined into a
single group (LEG) for statistical comparisons; differences between LEG and control (NO LEG) trials were evaluated non parametrically with Mann-Whitney rank

sum tests.
There was no differencein the total numberof minutesof REM sleepwhkh
precededawakeningsin the LEG (12.41:t 6.4) and NOLEG (12.01:t 6.0) conditions
(p = .846).The averageduration of all pressurecuff stimulation trials was0.7 minutes and the average maximum pressure:au~linedduring these trials was 5Y.O

~
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Table 1. Content Ratings Cor Dreams CramStimulation (LEG) and Control (NOLEG) Trials
LEG
Content Category

NO LEG

Mean

sd

Mean

sd

1. BP Curl"

.800

.41

.125

..11

19..5

P

::

2. Leg Sensation"

.867

.31

.250

.46

23.0

P

.om

::

.004

3. Leg Activity Intensityb

3.267

1.49

2.000

1.07

30.0

P

4. Arm Activity Intensityb

2.067

.96

2.125

1.64

.52..5

= .048
P = .609

.5. Reality Quality"
6. Gravity Theme~
7. Bodily Bizarrencgb
8. Lab Incorporation"

.733
2.467
2.333
.800

.41
2.00
'1.80
\ .41

.625
2.000
1.125
.750

.12
1.93
0.31
.46.

.53..5
.52.0
36..5
66.0

P
P
P
P

"Dichotomous variable (011).
"Likert-type variable (1-7).
cMann-Whitney rank sum test.

m-wc

p

= .199
= .543
= .074
:: .646

I

mmHg. As indicated in Table I, dream reports following LEG trials were more
likely than reports following NOLEG trials to contain explicit referencesto the
blood pressurecuffs (p = .002).Independentof thesereferences,LEG reportsalso
more often included referencesto leg sensationsthan did NOLEG reports (p =
.004). Furthermore,the latter sensationswere rated as more intensein LEG than
in the NOLEG reports (p = .048), whereasthe intensity of arm activity did not
differentiate the two typesof report (p = .609).LEG reports were rated as higher
(2.3) than NOLEG reports (1.1) on bodily bizarreness(p

= .074).

However, the two types of reports did not differ on reality quality, gra,,'ity
themes,or laboratoryincorporation.
There was a correspondencebetween the stimulated leg (LLEG, RLEG,
NOLEG) and the leg appearingin dream content (left, right, neither, both). Specifically, 619(67%) of RLEG, 3/6 (50%) of LLEG, and 618(75%) of NOLEG
stimulations were appropriately reflected in dream content as cuff imagesimplicating the right, left, or neither leg, respectively.Further, 519(56%) of RLEG,
216(33%) of LLEG, and 7/8 (88%) of NOLEG stimulationswere associatedwith
dream sensationslocalized in the right, left, or neither leg, respectively.Instances
in which the stimulated leg did not correspond with the dreamed-of leg were
primarily those in which the pressurecuff incorporation or leg sensationwas representedin both legs in the dream. There was only one instanceof an incorporation confusion in which a dream featuring the right leg was reported after a
LLEG stimulation.
Although scoresfor most dream content variableswere higher for either the
stronger pressure(>60 mmHg) or the longer duration (>7 min) stimulation trials
than they were for the either the weaker or the shorter trials, only a few of these
differencesapproachedstatisticalsignificance.Realityquality was elevatedfor both
the high maximum pressure trials (p = .065) and longer stimulll.f duration trials (p
= .065). Leg activity was elevated in longer stimulus duration trials only (p = .063).
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The Nature of Pressure Cuff Stimulation Incorporations
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Dream reports from the stimulation trials proved to be remarkable in the frequem.)', explicitnessand creative variety with which they portrayed the pressure cuff
stimulation. It was evid~nt that stimulation produced, at one extreme, disguisedsimple
incorporations of somatic sensationsand, at the other extreme, multisensory imagery
sequencesabout the stimulation situation. The simple somatic sensationswere the most
unambiguous incorporation effect; they included feelings of pressure,pulsing, tingling
or pulling of the stimulated limb. They were more or less direct incorporations of the
sensationsthat are produced by the pressure cuff du~ing the waking state.
The multisensory imagery sequencesproduced by the pressure stimulus often
involved intentional activities by the dreamer concerning a dreamed stimulation scenario. There were several such sequencesexhibiting a type of 'problem-Solving'structure and in which the dream ego responded to what were perceived as intrusive and
unwantedsensations.In one instance,a dream protagonist found his leg to be paralyzed
and unmovable despite his strongestattempts. Leg sensationsin this casewere intense
and uncomfortable. He then dreamed of loosening the velcro strap that secures the
cuff to the leg, but the expected feelings of relief which typically follow deflation of
the cuff in the waking state did not occur. In a second instance,a participant reported
a dream in which bothersome sensationsof pressurein her leg prompted her to reach
toward the pressurecuff, rip open the velcro, and remove it from her leg. This action
did succeedin producing the characteristicsensationof relief. The sensation(and perhaps all of the associated imagery preceding it) was likely evoked by the release of
cuff pressure moments prior to awakening. It is also noteworthy that the wish-fulfillment motif of attempting to remove the blood pressure cuff is one which has been
observedin many dream reports from pilot stimulation trials and from severaldifferent
subjects;it has not, however,been observedin any dream from a control trial.
There was also clear evidencein the stimulated dreamsof many bodily bizammess
themes that had been identified in previous trials (Nielsen, 1986; 1990).These incJudc:d
changesin the general kinesthetic qualities of apparent movement (e.g., increasedor
decreasedsense-of-effort, increasedrepetitivenessof movement), instabilities of static
posture (e.g., leaning,somatic displacement),instabilities of dynamic posture and movement (e.g., loss of balance, flying), instabilities of the environment (e.g., objects floating
or falling), and visual-kinestheticsynthesias(e.g., fire, objects exploding). Unexpectedly,
these effects were not reflected in the gravity themescontent category,possiblybeca~
the categorywas too globally defined for the judges to use it effectively to assessthese
types of themes, or becausethe control dreams contained more of these effects than
expected.

DISCUSSION
Elevated Incorporation Effect

The presentresultsdemonstratethat dreamcontent is transformedin systematic and easily identifiable waysby pressurestimulation of the legs.They are cun-
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sistent with results from our previousstudiesin which an elevated incorporation
effect wasdemonstratedusing more intenselevelsof the S3metype of stimulation.
Moreover,the proportions of dreamsin the presentstudy which containeddirect,
undisguisedreferencesto either the pressurecuff (80%) or to leg sensations(87%)
were particularly high when comparedwith proportions reported for other somatosensorystimuli, such as a water spraystimulus(42%; Wolpert & Dement, 1958)
or an electrical stimulus (45%; Koulack, 1969).This remainstrue even if a more
conservativecomparisonis made betweenthe pressurestimulation incorporations
and the total incidenceof direct and indirect incorporationswith electrical stimulation (i.e., 78%; Koulack, 1969).
\
The relatively lower rates of incorporation reported in pr~vious studies were
likely a function of the less intense stimuli that were administered. Dement and
Wolpert (1958) used either drops or fine spraysof cold water ejected from a syringe
onto the exposed skin of sleeping subjects; awakenings were made one or "8 few"
minutes after stimulation. The latter durations appear to have been much shorter
on averagethan those used in the presentstudy (i.e., mean duration 6.7 min).
Koulack (1969) used short trains of up to 6 electrical pulses at an intensity which
produced muscle twitching of the thumb in the waking state; these stimulations
were spaced 2.5 see apart for a total stimulation duration of 15 seconds. This, too,
was much less intense than the stimulation used in the present study. In sum, the
elevated incorporation effect in the present study was likely due to the intense nature of the stimulation used.
The effectivenessof pressure stimulation in the present study can be attributed
to a number of factors. Higher cuff pressures and longer stimulus durations were
associated with only some dream content variables, suggesting that factors other
then these were also implicated in the effect. These factors could have been habituation, raising of sensory thresholds, or other physiological and psychological features of REM sleep which interact with gradually intensifying stimulation sequences.

=

Micro-arousal and the Incorporation of Pressure Stimulation

One possibleinterpretation of the presentincorporationeffect is that it originatedin micro-arousalsor other transientshiftsfrom REM sleepto a wakeful mental state. Presumably,during micro-arousalsa blockadeof sensoryinformation is
briefly lifted and the experimentalstimulusis perceivedby waking-stateperceptual
processes.Some investigatorshave attempted to rule out the influence of microarousalsby discardingdream reports for which increasesin alpha EEG occurred
during stimulation(e.g.,Koulack, 1969).In fact, we alsoobservedincreasesin alpha
in the EEG power spectrum on some stimulation trials, although these analyses
are not reported here.
However, it is not clear that incorporations accompaniedby EEG alpha
should necessarilybe excluded from considerationin interpreting stimulation results. First, it is not clear whether alpha in the EEG is a phenomenonspecific
either to wakefulnessor to sensoryincorporationsduring dreaming.The fact that
the alphaoccurringnormally in REM sleepis insufficientalone to scorean arousal
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state (American Sleep DisordersAssociation,1992)supportsthis point. The additional fact that at least one study (Hoelscher,KJinger& Barta, 1981)has failed to
find that alpha in the EEG differentiatesREM sleepwith auditory incorporations
from REM sleepwithout such incorporationsalso supportsthis point. In fact, it is
known that subjectsare able to produce behavioralresponsesto stimulus tones
that are presentedduring REM sleep without alpha necessarilyappearingin the
EEG (Kaartinen, Polo, SaUinen,& Lyytinen, 1992).Thus, alpha in the EEG is not
a fail-safe index of waking state activity during dreaming.
It is also not clear to what extent REM sleepshould be consideredas a state
which is totally independentof the waking state, i.~., to what extent REM sleep
might not include at least somewaking state proce~esas part of its normal functionirig. Researchwith animalshassuggestedthat REM sleepand alert wakefulness
may shareat least one sensorysubsystem:the orienting response(Morrison, 1983).
Some REM sleep abnonnalitiesin humansalso demonstrateextremeoverlap between sleepingand waking states.These include REM Sleep Behavior Disorder,
in which the overt enactmentof dreamsis typical (e.g.,Mahowald& Schenk,1992),
and both hypnagogichallucinationswith paralysis(Hufford, 1982)and lucid dreaming (e.g.,Laberge,1985),in which subjectivewakefulnessis contemporaneouswith
hallucinatedvoices,characters,actions,etcetera.Given this evidenceof overlapbetween REM sleep and wakeful states,one might expect that externally impost:d
sensoryactivity could trigger some types of waking state sensoryactivity without
necessarilydisrupting the integrity of either REM sleep or dreaming.
Incorporation as Alteration of Kinesthetic Fantasy During Dreaming

:j.i;~~~

An explanationof the presentresultswhich is sensitiveto the previousconsiderationsis that somatosensory
stimulationduring REM sleepinfluencesa dreaming processwhich is alsoin somesensenormally a wakingstateprocess.This process
may be akin to the 'kinestheticfantasy'dimensionof dreamingwhich wasdescribed
by Rorschach(1951) and later elaboratedby Lerner (1966, 1967).Kinestheticfantasy was understoodas a type of kinesthesisor bodily awarenessduring imagery,
or '. . . the senseof what it would literally feel like to be in a certain physical
position, to take a certain emotional stance,or to engagein a certain activity. . .
(Lerner, 1967,p. 88)'. Its function is to maintain the coherenceof body image(and
thus of the waking ego) by providing opportunitiesfor reintegratingbodily experience into memorieswhich lack an adequatekinestheticcomponent(Lerner, 1967).
Lerner, especially,envisioneda role for kinesthesiaduring dreaming which was
much more fundamental than Freud's 'cheap' somatosensorymaterial, used as
neededby the dreamwork processes.It was more like the return to a mode of
processingwhich is rooted in schemataof the sensory-motorstageof development.
The previousconception may be supplementedby the proposition that kinesthetic fantasyhas a basis in real kinestheticsensation.Kinesthetic fantasy may
draw upon a subsetof kinesthetic circuits which form the basis of orientational
perceptionin the wakingstate but which remainactiveduring REM sleep.In broad
terms,thesecircuits and the correspondingkinestheticsensationsarisingfrom them,
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are both central and peripheral in origin (Howard & Templeton, 1966).On the
central side, they include the 'neurosignature'or global awarenessof bodily-self
which is thought to originate in a cortico-thalamo-limbicnetwork (Melzack, 1989)
and the 'sense-of-effort'which is thought to arise in corollary dischargesto motor
commandsfor specific musclegroups (McCloskey,1978).On the peripheral side,
kinestheticsensationsinclude the 'position sense'or awarenessof the relative orientationsof the body and limbs (Jones, 1988;Lackner, 1988;Lackner & Levine,
1979),and the 'musclesense'or senseof movement,both of which are thought to
arise in large part from the spindle receptorsof musclesand tendons(Sherrington,
1906;Mcaoskey, 1978;seealso review~inBoring, 1942).Theseoverlapping,endogenoussensorysourcesproduce kinesthetic awarenessof the self in the waking
state and, if the presentproposition is justified, contributeto someextent to virtual
awarenessof the self in kinestheticfantasyduring dreaming.
According to this conception, the bizarre bodily experiencesof stimulated
dreamsare producedby disruption of the patterns of proprioceptiveand central
informationwhich contribute to kinestheticfantasyduring dreaming.It is noteworthy that perturbation of somatosensorypathwaysby vibratory stimulation during
the wakingstate alsoproducesbizarre bodily experience,includingillusory changes
in sense-of-effort(Goodwin, McCloskey& Matthews, 1972)and illusory movementsof limbs,the entire body,or the visualenvironmentre'ativeto the self (Lackner & Levine, 1979).The latter effects are similar in many respectsto the effects
observedin the presentdreams,especiallythe altered sense-of-effortand instabilities of postureand the visual environment.Due to the complexityof thesephenomenologicalsimilarities,a more completedescriptionof the stimulation dreamsin
relation to waking-statekinesthetic illusions is presentedin a separatecommunication.
It is somewhatproblematicthat the rt!alityqualityof stimulateddreamsin the
presentstudy was not elevated relative to that in control dreams.That is, there
was no evidencethat accentuationof bodily experienceswould also augment the
apparentreality of dreamingas suggestedearlier (Nielsen, 1991).Nevertheless,in
the presentresultsthe proportion of dreamswith at least one reality episodewas
very high in both the stimulation (73%) and control (63%) conditions,confirming
previousimpressionsthat control dreamsmay be influencedby the subtler sensations of the uninflated pressurecuffs.I
The fact that the rt!ality quality categorywas associatedwith long stimulus
durations (r

= .49, P = .05) is also consistent

with this notion; low-level stimulation

from uninflated cuffs administeredfor a sufficiently long period of time might be
expectedto influencedream content.Thus, rt!alityqualityshould be assessed
under
more rigorouscontrol conditions before its relationshipto somatosensoryactivity
in dream formation is ruled out.
In conclusion,the presentfindingsextendthosefrom previousstudiesin demonstratinjtthat somatosensory
stimuli can markedlyinfluencethe content of dream
IThe incidencesor laboratory incorporations in the: dreams or both the stimulation (80~) and control
(75%) conditions were also very hiBh relative: to those:reported in previous studies (e.g., 14% in Hall,
1967and 19.34" in Dement, Kahn '" Rorrwarg, 1965), (indings also consistent with the possibility that
control dreams were unwillingly arrected by the uninOated pressure curcs.
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experience.The elevatedincorporationeffect and the changesin bodily bizarreness
observedare two effects consistentwith a model of dream formation in which kinesthetic fantasy is based upon peripheral and central sourcesof real kinesthetic
sensation.This model implies that there is a level of organizationat which dreaming
and waking state perception of the bodily self may be functionally equivalent.At
this level, disruptive externalstimuli may provokecharacteristicchangesin the perception-like or virtual structure of dream experience.The similarity of kinesthetic
illusions provoked by somatosensorystimulation in the waking state to those produced during dreaming provide further evidencethat real and virtual experience
derive from a common organizationalsystemwith roots in kinestheticactivity.
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